
Name Scan Sig Thrust Hull A PD G T Special

Pegasus 6” 3” 14” 5 4+ 2 2-3 L Outlier, Regenerate (6)

PHR Pegasus

Nano-Hive Cutter 45 pts

1.1

Type Lock Attack Damage Arc Special

Nano Drones 4+ 2D3+2 1 F/S Close Action (Swarmer)

Known ships of the class: Pegasus, Righteous Blade, Huntress, Mercury

The Pegasus is unusual for a Republic vessel in that it offers extreme speed and 
can only strike at close range. It makes its kills though deploying swarms of armed 

nano-drones, quick and tiny enough to be difficult for point defences to counter. 
The unmanned drones have a very limited envelope though, making this behave 

like a conventional close action weapon rather than a carrier. 

On paper this highly aggressive combatant suits the PHR’s most hot-headed 
captains, but the vessel’s support role requires anything but. 

More than almost any other Republic vessel, the Pegasus is infamous for operating 
far from any friendly ships to prey on outliers and merchantmen, especially in the 
days before the Triumvirate. The vessel is apt for long deployments far from repair 

facilities since its drones can also regenerate the Pegasus’ sleek hull.  

A careful, patient captain can use its great speed to make choice kills then lie in 
wait while their ship regains full potency.

PHR Pegasus 
Nano-hive Cutter

Length: 722m

Displacement:

5,177,000m³



Name Scan Sig Thrust Hull A PD G T Special

Ourania 8” 3” 14” 5 4+ 2 1-3 L Outlier, Rare

PHR Ourania

Swiftlink 30 pts

1.1

Known ships of the class: Eye of the Sphere, Ornithes Areioi, Nightsun, Fargaze

The Ourania is a highly-specialised, unarmed vessel designed for frontline 
spearhead operations. In combat, the Ourania can use its great speed to get ahead 

of the rest of the fleet and close with priority targets. It then uses its oversized, 
advanced targeting link to relay gunnery information to larger ships towards the 

rear, greatly increasing their effective range. A single Ourania might dart forward 
early in an engagement, suddenly allowing a dreadnought to plot a firing solution 

from an unexpected position. The Ourania has always been hated by the UCMF’s 
Admiralty, something not forgotten in these days of fragile cooperation.

Being unarmed and not much tougher than a frigate, such a role requires a crew 
with zealous devotion to the Republic and the White Sphere, as well as the skill to 

use the Ourania’s small signature and massive engines to evade return fire.

Targeting Link
If a friendly ship can measure its Weapons Range to this ship (discounting any spikes), it may use this ship as 
the origin of its attacks. If it does, it measures Weapons Range from the Ouriana (using the Ouriana’s Scan). 
Attacks made this way must still be in the weapon arc of the firing ship. This rule has no effect on Close Action 
weapons.

PHR Ourania 
Swiftlink

Length: 722m

Displacement:

5,209,000m³


